Younger looking skin is easier than you think with laser skin resurfacing!
What Causes Wrinkles?

• As we age we often see creases and lines form on our face and around our eyes. There are many factors that cause the formation of wrinkles but many include age, lifestyle choices, sun exposure, and genetics.

• As we age our skin becomes thinner and our collagen & elastin production slows, forming these unwanted lines on our face and body.
Treatment Options

- Cosmeceuticals
  - Time consuming with continuous commitment
  - Temporary results

- Chemical Peels
  - Risk of complications

- Injectables
  - Somewhat temporary results lasting 6-12 months
  - Continuous commitment & expensive over time

- Face Lift
  - Invasive surgery with a lot of downtime
  - High risk of complications
  - Expensive
Treatment Options

• Laser Skin Resurfacing
  – One time treatment
  – Non-invasive with minimal downtime
  – Dramatic, long-lasting results

• In just one treatment you will have a more youthful appearance and your skin will have an improved tone and smoother texture.
  – Best of all, you will still look like you – only better.
How Does It Work?

• We use an advanced skin resurfacing laser from Cynosure®, the leader in aesthetic lasers.

• The Smartskin™ delivers a series of fractional laser energy beams into the skin. These energy beams penetrate the skin and remove old and damaged skin cells.
How Does It Work?

- After the treatment the body will naturally build new healthy cells to take the place of the cells that have been cleared away.

- In addition, the laser stimulates the production of new collagen deep within your skin, giving you a more youthful looking appearance!
Advantages of the Smartskin+™
Customizable Treatment Plans

• The Smartskin™ CO₂ laser allows us to completely tailor the treatment to your needs.
  – One or multiple treatments
  – More or less downtime
  – Exceptional results for fine lines, deep creases and uneven skin tone

• We will work with you to develop a treatment plan that meets your expectations.
Quick & Long-Lasting Results

• Quick, in-office treatment session
  – Full face takes less than 30 minutes

• With proper skin care and protection, results often last years.
Before & After Photos
Frequently Asked Questions About the Smartskin+™
Frequently Asked Questions

• How long does the treatment take?
  – The entire face can be treated in less than 30 minutes.

• What should I expect immediately following treatment?
  – Immediately after the treatment, your skin will feel warm and may appear sunburned. You may see some redness and swelling which is completely normal.

• What type of result can I expect?
  – After a few days, you will notice a more even skin tone, smoother skin texture and healthier looking skin. Over time, collagen will regenerate and restore the supporting structure of your skin providing continued results months after the treatment.
Frequently Asked Questions

• How long will the results last?
  – With proper skin care and protection, results can last years.

• When can I resume my daily activities?
  – Since Smartskin+ delivers micro pulses of energy you will experience a significantly shorter recovery time than with fully ablative lasers. Each tiny hole will quickly heal and in a few days you can return to your normal lifestyle. Treatments are adjustable so downtime will depend on the treatment you receive.

• How many treatments will I need?
  – Typically, only one treatment is needed for desired results. However, since treatments can be adjusted to your cosmetic and downtime expectations, you can opt for two or three “lighter” sessions.
Schedule Your Treatment Session Today!